HOW DOES THE JOINT COMMISSION STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD?

**Increase Referral**

Helping you grow your business with referral volumes from various sources such as the Alzheimer’s Association which recognizes Joint Commission accredited nursing homes in their care finder tool.

**Most Recognized Standards**

Developed with input from your industry peers and nationally recognized experts, our standards are considered the industry benchmark for quality and safety.

**High Touch**

For every phase of your accreditation journey, from getting started to maintaining your achievement, we have responsive staff ready to assist.

**Organization-Wide Approach**

By looking at the entire Nursing Care Facility Center, we can help you minimize risk areas and instill a data-driven culture of excellence in everything you do.

**Portfolio of Programs to Meet Your Distinct Quality Needs**

Provides the industry’s most comprehensive foundation for the delivery of consistent, quality care with focus on Corporate programs to address the unique needs of multi-facility corporation leaders, specialty certifications such as memory care, Post-acute care and disease specific care certifications.

**Tracer-Guided Survey Experience**

Our unique patient tracer method uses observation and interviews to “trace” an individual’s interaction with your organization, reducing paper submissions while getting a real-time analysis of your organization’s strengths and challenges.

**Employed Surveyor Team**

The Joint Commission’s surveyor cadre is experienced. Each surveyor sees an average of 30 organizations per year, allowing them to bring more field-tested leading practices to you.

**What Our Customers Say**

Results of 2017 Customer Loyalty Survey from CEOs of Joint Commission accredited Nursing Homes and Nursing Care facilities.

- **92%** Rated positively the benefit of accreditation as external validation of organization performance
- **96.7%** Rated positively their likelihood to reapply for accreditation
- **93.3%** Rated the educational value of their accreditation survey positively
- **91.1%** Rated positively the impact of accreditation on ability to provide safe, high quality care
- **93.1%** Rated positively the customer service and support received from Joint Commission staff

*Rating of 7 or higher on a 0-10 scale

**CONTACT US TODAY!**

(630) 792-5020
ncc@jointcommission.org
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